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NEW QUESTION: 1
You want to run a report on data with multiple currencies. You
want to allow end users to select the target currency at
runtime.
Which options does SAP recommend for defining the currency
conversion? (Choose two)
A. A calculated column in an analytic view
B. Currency conversion during data load
C. Measures enabled for conversion in an analytic view
D. A CE_CONVERSION function in a calculation view
Answer: C,D

NEW QUESTION: 2
Which three statements about the Cisco ISR G2 security
solutions are true? (Choose three.)
A. Cisco IPS network module can be added to the Cisco 2900 and
3900 Series routers.
B. Software upgrades and reboots are needed to install security
licenses.
C. Web Security Connected is delivered as a service module.
D. Software licenses for security services include; IPsec/SSL
VPN, Firewall, IPS.
E. Cisco ISR G2 security should only be deployed after a
customer has rejected deploying Cisco ASA security.
F. Web Security Connected integrates with the Cisco ASA
firewalls and the Cisco AnyConnect secure mobility client.
Answer: B,D,F
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
Explanation:
http://www.cisco.com/en/US/prod/collateral/routers/ps10616/whit
e_paper_c11_556985_ps10538
_Products_White_Paper.html

NEW QUESTION: 3
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Answer: D

NEW QUESTION: 4
Which two locations can the administrator verify a newly
created policy was loaded on a detection server? (Select two.)
A. System &gt; Servers &gt; Events
B. System &gt; Servers &gt; Overview &gt; Configure Server
C. System &gt; Servers &gt; Overview
D. Manage &gt; Policies &gt; Policy List
E. System &gt; Servers &gt; Server Detail
Answer: A,E
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